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LegiTeam: Bulboaca & Asociații is looking for an Associate | Insolvency |

Litigation

Join or Litigation team!

Are you looking to engage in some of the most sensitive and challenging projects? Complexity and sophistication

are the key elements of the activity at Bulboaca & Asociații. Join one of the most ambitious teams, with a

mentality and approach similar to that investment banks.

We are looking for the new member of our Litigation team to meet the following criteria:

•    Admitted to the Bar;

•    Minimum of 3 years of experience in Insolvency and Litigation

•    Insolvency experience is a must have;

•    Solid knowledge of Romanian civil law and commercial law;

•    Proficient in both written and spoken English;

•    Truly eager to learn, build, and passionately perfect a remarkable long-term career with us, rewarded

accordingly;

•    Proactive, with ideas beyond standards, wanting to apply them in some of the most challenging projects in this

practice area;

•    A team player.

In this regard, we offer:

•    Real professional and entrepreneurial development in a team of remarkable, dedicated, experienced lawyers

and consultants, recognized as such by international legal directories;

•    Competitive compensation;

•    Additional days off in addition to statutory leave;

•    The opportunity to be part of a multidisciplinary team;

•    A friendly working atmosphere;

•    A series of additional benefits to financial compensation.

If you are interested in the above, we would love to get to know you by receiving your application: CV and a cover

letter in English at the email address adela.cristea@bulboaca.com.

All applications will be treated with the utmost confidentiality.

Bulboaca & Asociații SPARL is predominantly a Corporate M&A and Finance & Restructuring legal powerhouse

with investment banking type of mentality & approach. Established following of a spin-off of the Bucharest office

of a Magic Circle law firm, Bulboaca si Asociatii has one of the strongest brands on the Romanian law market,

with preponderant experience in financing & restructuring, mergers & acquisitions, insolvencies & litigation and

labor law, since 1’st January of 2007. We are involved in some of the most sensible and demanding transactions or

matters, very often quite difficult to close or to solve, whereby a staggering, passionate and a determined approach,

alongside with the specific legal and business acumen plays a fundamental role. We counsel financial institutions,

funds, companies, their senior management or shareholders with respect to situations that are critical. When our

clients are facing a major challenge, that is beyond the usual thinking or unsolvable, our experience evidences that

also in such situations there are real chances to make a deal or to solve a matter.
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